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Recent evidence suggests that neglect patients seem to have particular problems representing relatively smaller
numbers corresponding to the left part of the mental number line. However, while this indicates space-based
neglect for representational number space little is known about whether and - if so - how object-based neglect
influences number processing.
To evaluate influences of object-based neglect in numerical cognition, a group of neglect patients and two control
groups had to compare two-digit numbers to an internally represented standard. Conceptualizing two-digit
numbers as objects of which the left part (i.e., the tens digit should be specifically neglected) we were able to
evaluate object-based neglect for number magnitude processing.
Object-based neglect was indicated by a larger unit-decade compatibility effect actually reflecting impaired
processing of the leftward tens digits. Additionally, faster processing of within- as compared to between-decade
items provided further evidence suggesting particular difficulties in integrating tens and units into the place-value
structure of the Arabic number system.
In summary, the present study indicates that, in addition to the spatial representation of number magnitude, also
the processing of place-value information of multi-digit numbers seems specifically impaired in neglect patients.
Keywords: Number processing, Number magnitude comparison, Object-based neglect, Multi-digit numbersIntroduction
Hemi-spatial neglect typically follows focal brain lesions
in the parietal cortex [1] or regions interconnected with
the parietal cortex [2,3]. Patients suffering from neglect
usually fail to explore the side of space contralateral to
their brain lesion site ([4]; for a review see [5]). These
spatial manifestations of neglect can also be observed in
patients’ everyday behaviour. For instance, patients with
left-sided neglect may fail to eat food from the left side
of their plate, ignore someone who approaches from
their left side or fail to reach for an object on their left
[6]. When asked to bisect a physical line, neglect patients
tend to indicate the midpoint of the horizontal line to be
located to the right of the veridical center [7], as if they
partially ignored the left part of the line. Thereby, line
bisection is a simple and common clinical assessment tool* Correspondence: klein@neuropsych.rwth-aachen.de
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reproduction in any medium, provided the orfor leftward hemi-spatial neglect, which can be used to
quantify neglect severity.
In the current study we investigated the number magni-
tude representation in patients with unilateral leftward
neglect. Examining neglect patients is informative about
the neurocognition of numbers in general because of the
very specific influence of neglect symptoms on the repre-
sentation of number magnitude. Typically, neglect patients
fail to explore stimuli in the contra-lesional (most often
left) side of space (see above). Additionally, the metaphor
of a left-to-right oriented mental number line (henceforth
MNL) is a widely agreed upon conceptualization of human
representation of number magnitude (cf. [8-10]). Combin-
ing these two approaches, there is evidence suggesting that
number magnitude representation in neglect patients may
be particularly problematic for the representation of rela-
tively smaller numbers, corresponding to the left part of
the MNL (e.g., [11], see [12] for a review, but see also [13]
for a review on dissociations between neglect in visual and
numerical space). In the seminal study by Zorzi and collea-
gues [11], patients with leftward neglect were asked to indi-
cate the midpoint of an orally presented number intervald. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly cited.
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reported a significant rightward displacement of the
midpoints reported by the neglect patients (e.g., reporting
7 to be the middle between 1 and 9). Thereby, the error
pattern for mental number line bisection was virtually
identical to the performance pattern, which neglect patients
exhibit in physical line bisection (e.g., [7]). Additionally, as
reported by Halligan and Marshall [14] for the case of
line bisection, this rightward displacement in number
intervals was directly proportional to the width of the
to-be-bisected interval: The wider the segment, the
more pronounced the rightward displacement.
The displacement of the midpoint to the right exhi-
bited by neglect patients in number interval bisection is
usually interpreted to indicate that number magnitude is
represented spatially along a mental number line mi-
micking physical attributes. From the similar effects of
neglect on line bisection and bisection of numerical
intervals Zorzi et al., [11] concluded that physical and
number space are isomorphic in the sense that they are
organised according to similar Cartesian coordinates,
which are explored by similar and interacting spatial
processing mechanisms (such as the MNL) but which
are nevertheless dissociable in principle (see [15]). Yet, it
is important to emphasize that the neglect patients exhi-
biting this form of space-based neglect had intact nume-
rical and arithmetical skills. These original findings of
Zorzi et al., [11] were replicated and extended in a number
of subsequent studies, employing number interval bisec-
tion tasks (e.g., [16-19]) but also other tasks tapping on
the magnitude representation of numbers (e.g., [19-21]).
Furthermore, the dissociation between impaired explicit
processing and spared implicit processing of number mag-
nitude information corroborates the notion that neglect
produces a deficit in accessing an intact MNL, rather than
a distortion in the representation of the MNL itself [18].
Taken together, there is converging evidence that
neglect patients have specific problems to represent
relatively smaller numbers corresponding to the left
part of the MNL and in particular so when the task at
hand requires explicit processing of number magnitude
information. However, recent accounts have claimed
that number-processing deficits in right-hemisphere-
damaged patients may not be due to neglect, but
rather due to a working memory deficit (e.g., [22,23]).
In particular, it is argued that diverging performance in
unilaterally brain damaged patients on tasks such as
the number interval bisection task may not necessarily be
the consequence of impairments in a spatial-attentional
mechanism operating upon a mental number line (iso-
morphic to physical space), but may be due to an impaired
working memory system with a position-specific defi-
ciency. Alternatively, it has been put forward that the defi-
cits in number processing may be due to the fact that theright hemisphere is specialised in processing "small" num-
bers [24].
However, there are at least two important limitations.
First, previous studies have mostly focused on single-
digit numbers or rather small numbers in the two-digit
number range (see [12] for a review). Therefore, know-
ledge about the way the representation of multi-digit
numbers is affected in patients with neglect is still rather
patchy. Second, the vast majority of previous results on
the influence of neglect on number processing focused
on the phenomenon of space-based conceptualizations
of neglect, despite the fact that there is also empirical
evidence suggesting other conceptualizations such as
object-based symptoms in neglect. In particular, patients
with object-based neglect tend to omit the left half
of objects displayed across a scene [25-27], whereas
patients with spatial neglect can produce an adequate
representation of the right half of a scene presented
whilst leaving out figures on the left side. Thereby,
object-based neglect poses problems for the analysis of
the parts of an object as they contribute to the recogni-
tion of the whole [28,29], while space-based neglect is
concerned with the position of an object as a whole,
relative to a predefined spatial reference (e.g., the point
of fixation, the subject’s midsagittal plane, or another
object in the visual field). One of the first examples of
object-based neglect was reported in a study of drawing
by Gainotti and colleagues [30]. The authors asked their
patients to copy a model containing objects located on a
horizontal axis (amongst others a house, a fence, trees).
Some patients failed to draw the contralateral side of
some of the objects from the model. But even though
these patients omitted the left side of some objects they
continued to reproduce other objects located even fur-
ther to the left of the first drawing copies (see also
[25,31] for further cases).
Object based neglect in numerical cognition
As outlined above, neglect can also affect processing of
the contra-lesional (mostly left) side of an individual
object regardless of the spatial position of that object
[29,32,33]. Therefore, the investigation of multi-digit
number processing may be specifically informative con-
cerning the evaluation of an influence of object-based
neglect, which has not been evaluated so far in the con-
text of numerical cognition. When conceptualizing a
multi-digit number as a coherent object, applying the
logic of object-based symptoms of neglect would suggest
specific neglect of the left part of a multi-digit number.
In case of a two-digit number like 73 this neglect should
manifest itself in possibly impaired processing of the
leftward tens digit (i.e. 7). Importantly, comparable ma-
nifestations of object-based neglect have already been
reported for the case of reading. On the one hand, in
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patients tend to omit whole words located on the
contra-lesional side of a sheet of paper [34]. On the
other hand, and of particular importance for the current
study, these neglect patients also misread the beginnings
of individual words because of omitting the first letters
of a word (e.g., ‘word’ misread as ‘ord’, [35]). Such an
error pattern is in line with the notion of object-based
neglect (e.g., [29,32]). Transferring this phenomenon to
the case of multi-digit numbers, we assume that object-
based aspects of neglect should result in deficient pro-
cessing of leftward digits within a specific number, such
as the tens digit in a two-digit number.
In turn, such deficient processing of, for instance, the
tens digit might then lead to impairments in processing
tens and units complying with the place-value structure
of the Arabic number system because not all digits at all
positions to be integrated may be accessed or activated
equally well. Yet, it is important to note that this does
not necessarily mean that the decade digit is not pro-
cessed at all. Quite to the contrary, we suggest that pro-
cessing of the tens digit is less precise rather than
omitted completely.
First evidence for such a very specific impairment of
place-value processing came from the study by Hoeckner
et al., [17]. In a number bisection task involving two-digit
numbers only administered to neglect patients and two
control groups, participants were presented with number
triplets and asked whether the central number was also
the arithmetical middle of the interval (e.g., 21_25_29) or
not (e.g., (21_27_29). Performance of neglect patients
differed from that of controls in two important respects:
Apart from replicating influences of space-based neglect,
these patients showed specific difficulties processing
place-value information. In particular, they were particu-
larly impaired for triplets crossing a decade boundary
(e.g., 35_38_41) compared to triplets within the same de-
cade (e.g., 32_35_38). Importantly, the finding that neglect
patients were particularly impaired for triplets crossing a
decade boundary is in line with the notion of symptoms of
object-based neglect mentioned above (e.g., [29,32]) in
number processing. One might hypothesize that proces-
sing of the left side of fixated objects, for instance the
decade digit in a two-digit number, was specifically
impaired in neglect patients and that therefore changes in
the decade number were particularly difficult to process.
The present study
Conceptualizing the observations of Hoeckner et al., [17]
within the framework of space- and object-based neglect is
not the only possible account. For both, the hypothesis
referring to object-based as well as to space-based neglect,
there are counter-arguments. As regards object-based neg-
lect, one might argue that in the study of Hoeckner et al.,[17] trials crossing a decade boundary were also generally
much more difficult than trials not crossing that boundary,
as documented by a high error rate of up to about 40%
for the most difficult conditions (see also [36,37] for the
influence of decade crossing in healthy adults). Therefore,
Hoeckner et al., [17] may have observed a general difficulty
effect.
As outlined above it was suggested recently that the
apparent left-sided neglect in number bisection tasks
may not necessarily reflect an isomorphism of physical
and number space (as proposed by [11]; see [12] for a
review) but may be driven by poor memorization of the
initial items of the number sequences presented due to
impaired working memory ([22,23]; for a review see
[13]). For instance, van Dijck and colleagues [23] used
tasks indeed relying heavily on working memory such as
indicating the number midway between two verbally
presented numbers in a number bisection task to inves-
tigate influences of neglect on number processing. Such
working memory processes may be even more important
for bisection tasks involving more complex and more
difficult two-digit numbers [17]. Considering the issue of
task difficulty, in the current study we pursued the issue
of (impaired) representations of two-digit numbers in
leftward neglect systematically employing the much eas-
ier number magnitude comparison task (cf. [38] with
single-digit numbers), for which working memory influ-
ences should be less pronounced. If nevertheless differ-
ential effects can be found for neglect patients when
performing such a task, this would also be informative
with respect to the current debate on the origin of
neglect-related deficits in number processing.
In our study a group of leftward neglect patients and
two control groups (a patient control group with right-
sided lesions but no neglect and a healthy control group)
had to compare two-digit numbers to an internally
memorized standard (i.e., 53 or 57). As we were parti-
cularly interested in effects of object-based neglect on
place-value processing, the unit-decade compatibility
effect, as observed in two-digit number magnitude com-
parison, seemed specifically informative. The unit-decade
compatibility effect describes the observation that number
pairs such as 32_47, in which separate comparisons of
tens and units lead to the same decision (i.e., 3 < 4 and
2 < 7) RT and error rates are lower as compared to num-
ber pairs in which comparing tens and units separately
yields incompatible decision biases (e.g., 37_52 for which
3 < 5 but 7 > 2) even though overall distance is held con-
stant (i.e., 15 in both examples). As a consequence, the
compatibility effect was interpreted to indicate separate
and parallel processing of tens and units (e.g., [39-41]; [42]
for a review) and thereby an influence of the place-value
structure of the Arabic number system. When processes
of place-value integration are specifically impaired in
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specific modulation of the compatibility effect by neglect
may be expected. As the compatibility effect is generally
more pronounced for large (e.g., 71_39, with 9 > 1 by 8) as
compared to small unit distances (e.g., 75_46, with 6 > 5
by 1, cf. [40]) two standards (i.e., 53 and 57) were used in
the current study. This allowed for using an internal
standard and unit distances up to 6 as compared to a
standard of 55, where the maximum unit distance is 4
(see [39] for a more detailed discussion of this point).
Thereby, we wanted to induce detection of the compati-
bility effect even in the case of small sample sizes and
high variability of performance to be expected in neglect
patients.
Objectives and hypotheses
In the study by Hoeckner et al., [17] the number bisec-
tion task revealed strong differences between within-
and between-decade items in neglect patients. From this
pattern of results the authors concluded that neglect
patients may have problems to mentally represent the
decade digit’s magnitude, which are not due to percep-
tual impairments in neglect but due to impairments of
the mental (spatial) representation of the presented two-
digit numbers. Against this background the following
more specific hypotheses can be derived.
First, associated with symptoms of object-based neg-
lect, we hypothesized the unit-decade compatibility
effect to be more pronounced in neglect patients as
compared to controls. Because the tens digits of all two-
digit numbers are located on the left, this compatibility
effect could be due to possibly slower and less precise
access to the magnitude of the tens’ digits in neglect
patients. In turn, unimpaired access to the units should
then exert a stronger influence on two-digit number
processing, resulting in a more pronounced compatibi-
lity effect. Generally, the compatibility effect originates
from interference between the (right-sided) irrelevant
unit digit and the (left-sided) relevant decade digit, when
these two digits are incompatible. Therefore, the stron-
ger the focus on the irrelevant unit digit (for instance
driven by neglecting the left-sided tens digit), the stron-
ger the compatibility effect. Even more, in incompatible
between-decade trials complete neglect of the tens digits
would even generally lead to a wrong answer. Theoretic-
ally, such a finding would indicate that deficits in number
processing and arithmetic may occur in neglect not only
because the spatial representation of number magnitude
along the MNL is impaired but also because the proces-
sing and integration of single digits of multi-digit numbers
complying with the place-value structure of the Arabic
number system may be impaired in neglect patients.
Second, our design, employing two separate internal
standards, enabled us to contrast within-decade andbetween-decade comparisons even more directly than it
had been possible in the study by Hoeckner et al., [17].
Comparisons with distances ±4, ±5, and ±6 were
included for both between- and within-decade items
(e.g., a distance of −5 corresponds to a between-decade
comparison for the standard 53, i.e., 53_48, while it cor-
responds to a within-decade comparison for the stand-
ard 57, i.e., 57_52). Assuming the processing of the
tens digits to be specifically impaired in neglect
patients, we hypothesized that for the respective com-
parisons of within- and between-decade comparisons
neglect patients should present with more difficulties
for between- as compared to within-decade compari-
sons, because in the latter the tens digits are irrele-
vant. In summary, such a data pattern would provide
first systematic evidence for the generalizability of the
influence of object-based aspects of uni-lateral neglect
to the processing of multi-digit numbers.
Despite these specific hypotheses we expected to
replicate previous findings attributed to space-based
symptoms of neglect, in particular, impaired processing
of relatively smaller numbers associated with the left
side of representational space. However, as the current
manuscript focuses on the novel aspect of influences
of object-based aspects of neglect on number proces-
sing, the interested reader is referred to Appendix A
where the respective analyses and results are reported
and discussed in detail.
Methods
Participants
Eighteen right-handed German-speaking volunteers took
part in this study. Participants belonged to 3 groups of 6
persons each: (i) a patient group with right-sided lesions
due to insult or haemorrhage of the right middle
cerebral artery who suffered from left-sided neglect; (ii)
a patient control group with right-sided lesions due to
insult of the right middle cerebral artery but no clinical
signs of neglect; and (iii) a healthy control group with no
history of neurological or psychiatric illness. Participants
were examined with the approval of the ethics commit-
tee of the province of Salzburg. The research was carried
out in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration and
written informed consent was obtained from the patients
for publication of this report and any accompanying data
or images. Groups were matched for age (mean age: 60.6
years; SD: 7.7 years), gender (4 males/2 females each),
education and time post-lesion (see Table 1 for demo-
graphic and clinical details). In all cases of stroke
(patient group and patient control group), lesions were
confirmed by either MRI or CT. Visual field assess-
ment showed no signs of hemianopia in any one of the
participants. All participants had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision.
Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of all participants
Sex Age (yrs) Education (yrs) Time post-lesion (weeks) Lesion etiology Lesion site Affected blood vessel
Neglect group
R.E. Female 71 8 4 IS RH MCA
L.A. Male 55 13 6 HS (BGH) RH MCA
R.A. Female 63 8 5 HS (IP) RH MCA
K.W. Male 49 13 6 IS RH MCA
P.A. Male 70 11 13 IS RH MCA
F.J. Male 54 11 7 HS (BGH) RH MCA
Patient control group
C.K. Female 68 7 6 IS RH MCA
S.G. Male 55 13 10 IS RH MCA
G.G. Female 66 10 15 IS RH MCA
J.G. Male 52 17 38 IS RH MCA
F.E. Male 68 17 11 HS RH SDH
P.T. Male 54 12 5 IS RH MCA
Healthy control group
L.I. Female 72 10
L.J. Male 56 11
D.M. Female 60 12
S.P. Male 51 11
L.G. Male 71 8
R.W. Male 56 12
RH - right hemisphere; IS - ischemic stroke; HS - hemorrhagic stroke; SDH - subdural hemorrhage; IP – intraparietal; MCA - middle cerebral artery; BGH - basal
ganglia hemorrhage.
Please note that there are no significant differences for demographical and clinical variables. The neglect patient group does not differ from the control patient
group regarding age [t(5) = 0.04; p = .97], education [t(5) = 1.14; p = .31] or time post-lesion [t(5) = 1.53; p = .19]. Equally, the neglect patient group does not differ
from the healthy controls regarding age [t(5) = 0.13; p = .90] or education [t(5) < 0.01; p = 1]. Consequently, there is also no difference between the two control
groups as regards age [t(5) = 0.11; p = .92] and education [t(5) = 1.24; p = .27].
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of the Behavioural Inattention Test – BIT, [44] was used
as a standardized neuropsychological neglect test-battery
for diagnosing neglect in the patient group and for ru-
ling out neglect in the patient control group. The NET
includes 17 different tasks that can be allocated to the
categories conventional subtests (e.g., line bisection, line
and star cancellation, figure and shape copying, repre-
sentational drawing) and behavioural subtests (e.g., pic-
ture scanning, menu reading, article reading, telling the
time from analogue and digital clock faces, set the time).
Moreover, to rule out degenerative cognitive symptoms,
the SIDAM (Structured Interview for the Diagnosis of
dementia of the Alzheimer type, Multi-infarct dementia
and dementias of other etiology [45]) was administered.
The SIDAM is a questionnaire for diagnosing dementia
according to international diagnostic guidelines (ICD-10,
DSM-IV). This instrument includes simple questions and
problems covering areas such as orientation, instantan-
eous recall, memory (short-, long-term), intellectual/
cognitive abilities, verbal and numerical abilities, visuo-
spatial abilities, aphasia and apraxia. Additionally, theSIDAM also includes the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE, [46]), a dementia screening. To further investi-
gate the participants for unspecific performance differ-
ences, also the adjusted SIDAM scores were determined.
The adjusted SIDAM scores do not include items possibly
affected by neglect or mental arithmetic.
The participants’ numerical and mathematical abilities
were further evaluated using the EC 301 R [47]. The EC
301 R is a cognitive neuropsychological test-battery for
the assessment of calculation and number processing
capabilities in brain-damaged patients (German adapta-
tion of the EC 301 assessment battery for brain damaged
adults, cf. [48]. It comprises the subtests: dot counting,
free backward counting, number transcoding, mental
arithmetic, array on a physical number line, number
comparison (auditory as well as symbolically), multi-
digit arithmetic (i.e., addition, subtraction and multipli-
cation), as well as perceptual and contextual estimation
(cf. [48]).
None of the participants showed clinical signs of de-
mentia or degenerative processes and all had good to
perfect numerical and mathematical abilities so that the
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patients. Table 2 summarizes the test results for the
NET, MMSE, SIDAM, and EC 301 R.
Stimuli and design
In the current number comparison experiment partici-
pants had to decide whether a visually presented two-
digit number was larger or smaller than an internal
standard (either 53 or 57, respectively). The stimulus set
included numbers ranging from 31 to 79 presented inTable 2 Scores of individual participants in the NET
(Neglect Test), in the MMSE (Mini-Mental State
Examination), in the SIDAM (Structured Interview for the
Diagnosis of dementia of the Alzheimer type, Multi-
infarct dementia and dementias of other etiology), in the
adjusted SIDAM, and in the EC 301 R (German adaptation
of the EC 301 assessment battery for brain damaged
adults [36])
NET MMSE SIDAM adj. SIDAM EC 301 R
Neglect group
R.E. 135.0/170 26/30 42/55a 37/45 94/135
L.A. 70.0/170 24/30 42/55a 37/45 115/135b
R.A. 64.0/170 24/30 40/55a 35/45 78/135b
K.W. 86.0/170 25/30 44/55a 40/45 84/135b
P.A. 115.0/170 25/30 39/55a 35/45 110/135
F.J. 100.5/170 25/30 41/55a 35/45 108/135
Patient control group
C.K. 170.0/170 28/30 51/55 44/45 127/135
S.G. 169.5/170 29/30 54/55 44/45 135/135
G.G. 169.5/170 30/30 52/55 42/45 131/135
J.G. 169.5/170 30/30 53/55 43/45 131/135
F.E. 169.0/170 29/30 48/55 38/45 129/135
P.T. 165.5/170 29/30 49/55 39/45 105/135
Healthy control group
L.I. 28/30 48/55 39/45 134/135
L.J. 30/30 53/55 43/45 135/135
D.M. 29/30 52/55 42/45 135/135
S.P. 28/30 51/55 42/45 125/135
L.G. 28/30 52/55 42/45 133/135
R.W. 30/30 55/55 45/45 132/135
a Due to neglect symptoms some items of the SIDAM could not be
successfully processed (e.g., copying shapes).
b Due to neglect symptoms some items of the EC 301 R could not be
successfully processed (e.g., counting dots).
Please note that the neglect group differs significantly from both control
groups, while there are no significant differences between the control groups.
In particular, the neglect patient group differs from the control patient group
regarding NET [t(5) = 3.33; p < .05], MMSE [t(5) = 25.80; p < .001], the SIDAM [t
(5) = 18.46; p < .001], adjusted SIDAM [t(5) = 5.38; p < .01] as well as the EC 301
R [t(5) = 5.02; p < .01]. Similarly, the neglect patient group differs from the
healthy controls regarding MMSE [t(5) = 16.98; p < .001], the SIDAM [t(5) = 20.78;
p < .001], adjusted SIDAM [t(5) = 7.89; p < .001] as well as the EC 301 R[t(5) = 8.79;
p < .001]. However, there was no difference between the two control groups as
regards MMSE, SIDAM, adj. SIDAM and EC 301 R [all t(5) < 1.38; p > .23].Arabic notation but did not incorporate multiples of ten
(e.g., 70). Moreover - depending on the standard
employed - either the number 53 or 57 was omitted.
Probe numbers smaller or larger than the standard were
balanced in frequency of occurrence as was the number
of between-decade (e.g., 53_45) and within-decade trials
(e.g., 53_58). This latter requirement was met by select-
ive repetitions of within-decade stimuli. Altogether, 72
probe numbers had to be compared to either standard.
Thirty-six probe numbers were between-decade stimuli,
18 smaller (range 31 to 49 excluding 40) and 18 larger
than the standard (range 61 to 79 excluding 70). Ad-
ditionally, 36 within-decade stimuli were presented,
again 18 smaller and 18 larger than the standard (cf.
[39]) for a detailed description of the stimulus set and
results for healthy student participants). This set of 50%
within- and 50% between-decade stimuli is suited to ac-
complish that both tens and unit digits were decisive for
the overall decision in a balanced manner. This stimulus
set prevents focusing on either the decade or unit digit
to be a beneficial strategy (e.g., [49]; [42] for a review).
To attain this balanced stimulus set, for the standard 57,
each number from 51 to 56 was presented 3 times, and 58
and 59 both 9 times. For the standard 53 we accordingly
included 9 times both 51 and 52 and 3 times 54 to 59.
Procedure
The experiment was run on a 1.6 GHz laptop and partici-
pants were seated approximately 60 cm in front of a
15” screen driven at a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels.
Both instruction and numbers were presented in white
“Arial” font (size 48) against a black background. Prior to
each trial a fixation cross was presented in the centre of
the screen for 1000 msec. Then the probe number was
presented for a maximum time of 15,000 msec or until a
response was given, followed by an ISI of 4000 msec.
The “Alt Gr” and the “Menue” keys located next to
each other at the bottom right hand corner of a standard
QWERTZ-keyboard served as response buttons: white
stickers with the letters “kl” for “smaller” (in German
“kleiner”) and “gr” for “larger” (in German “größer”)
served as response keys, respectively. All other keys
were covered up with black cardboard. Participants
were instructed to indicate their decision by pressing
one of the two response buttons as fast and as accu-
rately as possible.
The instruction was followed by 12 practice trials. To
ensure that patients perceived the presented numbers
correctly, all participants were asked to read the num-
bers of the first four practice trials aloud. All patients
were able to do so without problems. Furthermore, par-
ticipation in the critical experiment was only allowed
when more than 2/3 (8 out of 12) of the practice trials
were classified correctly. All participants were able to do
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days, involving presentation of 2 blocks per day. Each
block consisted of all 72 probe numbers for one of the
two standards. Trial order was randomized for each par-
ticipant. Half of the participants started with comparing
the probe to the internal standard 53 while the other
half started with the internal standard 57. On the second
testing day, the two blocks were presented again in
reversed order. Participants initiated each trial by press-
ing one of the response keys. After 9 trials participants
had the opportunity to interrupt the experiment for a
break. The experiment took approximately 15–25 min,
depending on response latencies and how long partici-
pants rested between and within blocks.
Results
Before turning to the results it is important to note that
none of the participants showed clinical signs of demen-
tia or degenerative processes and all exhibited good to
perfect numerical and mathematical abilities. In particu-
lar, the EC 301 R showed no sign of acalculia in any one
of the patients, apart from some perceptual difficulties
in processing specific items that seemed to be associated
with symptoms of neglect rather than a general number
processing deficit. Thus, the clinical examination
demonstrated that number processing was not impaired
per se in neglect patients.
For statistical analyses RT and error data were used.
Only RTs for correct responses were incorporated in the
analyses. Furthermore, response latencies shorter than
200 ms were not considered and in a second step laten-
cies outside the interval of +/−3 standard deviations
around the individual mean were excluded. Exclusion of
erroneous responses and trimming resulted in a total
loss of 9.5 % of the data (see Table 3). Because stroke
patients showed more variability in their RTs than healthy
participants, a z-transformation on individual item RT was
carried out to control for such inter-individual overall
differences in RT level. For the z-transformation, mean RT
and the corresponding standard deviation of all correctlyTable 3 Participant-based mean values of reaction time
(RT) and error rate (ER) for each group in the compatible
and incompatible conditions (with standard deviations in
parentheses)
Compatible Incompatible
Mean RT
[ms]
Mean ER
[%]
Mean RT
[ms]
Mean ER
[%]
Neglect group
(n = 6)
3134 (847) 6.3 (5.9) 3070 (864) 13.5 (13.3)
Patient control group
(n = 6)
1166 (403) 1.0 (1.8) 1177 (426) 1.5 (3.1)
Healthy control group
(n = 6)
921 (199) 1.0 (2.3) 930 (211) 1.0 (1.7)answered items were calculated for each participant indi-
vidually and used for standardization. Thus, mean trans-
formed zRT was 0 with a standard deviation of 1. As a
consequence all possible influences of neglect on partici-
pants' performance cannot be driven by differences in
overall RT between the respective participant groups.
We consistently report the results of non-parametric
analyses in the main text body starting with zRT fol-
lowed by error rates. The p-values reported reflect exact
significance. To give the reader a full grip of the data,
these results are complemented by the results of (1)
participant-based as well as (2) item-based parametric
analyses on mean zRT and mean arcsine-transformed
error rates provided in Appendix B.
Unit-decade compatibility effect
No compatible/incompatible distinction is possible for
probes deviating from the standard by a multiple of ten
(e.g., 43 vs. 53). Therefore, these probes were not consid-
ered in analyses addressing the compatibility effect. For
the remaining stimuli overall distance would have been
larger for compatible than for incompatible number
pairs. Therefore, 6 selectively chosen compatible as well
as incompatible probes were excluded based on the con-
straint of balancing overall distance for compatible and
incompatible number pairs. Note that matched overall
distance can only be achieved by excluding specific, not
by randomly chosen probes. Such an adjustment is
mandatory because otherwise compatibility effects and
distance effects are confounded. Due to this adjustment,
incompatible probes 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, as well as
compatible probes 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, were excluded
in the standard 53 condition. Probes 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36 (compatible) and 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 (incompatible)
were omitted from the analysis for standard 57. In
Appendix B, the impact of problem size was addressed
additionally in an item-based parametric ANCOVA
because it is not possible to match both overall distance
and problem size [defined as 0.5 * (standard + probe)].
zRT
There was no significant main effect of participant group
or a significant difference between the compatibility
effects between participant groups on zRT as indicated
by the Jonkheere-Terpstra test for monotone trend in
group medians (both p > .15) nor a main effect of com-
patibility (p > .30, evaluated by the Wilcoxon-signed-
ranks test in any of the respective participant groups).
Error rates
The Jonckheere-Terpstra test did not reveal significant
group differences for overall error rate (p = .09; nor did
the comparable Kruskal-Wallis test for the test against
the less specific alternative hypothesis of at least one
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p = .08), indicating that neglect patients did not commit
more errors than the control groups. The Wilcoxon-
signed-ranks test revealed a significant unit-decade
compatibility effect for neglect patients (p < .05), but
neither for the patient (p = .42) nor the healthy control
group (p = .27). Neglect patients committed 13.5% errors
in incompatible trials but only 6.3% errors in compatible
trials (see Figure 1). Importantly, the Jonckheere-Terpstra
test revealed that the compatibility effect differed reliably
between the three groups (p < .05). Closer inspection by
the Mann–Whitney-U test for the comparison of only two
independent groups indicated that the difference in the
compatibility effect was significant between neglect
patients and healthy controls (p < .05, Z = 2.33) and
marginally significant between neglect patients and patient
controls (p = .06, Z = 1.9), whereas, it did not differ
between the two control groups (p = .87, Z = 0.4).
Importantly, these results were substantiated by para-
metric testing as reported in Appendix B.
Difference between within- and between-decade
comparisons
We hypothesized that there might be specific differences
in the performance of neglect patients when comparing
between- and within-decade items. Importantly, our
design with two separate internal standards enabled us
to directly contrast within-decade and between-decade
comparisons for the same distance (see the grey boxes in
Figure 2A–C). In particular the distances ± 4, ± 5, and ± 6
were considered for both between- and within-decadeUnit-decade Compatibility
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
Neglect patient
group
Control patient
group
Healthy control
group
ER [%]
Compatible
Incompatible
Figure 1 Unit-decade compatibility effects. The compatibility
effects (i.e., error rate for incompatible and error rate for compatible
number pairs) depicted separately for neglect patients, non-neglect
control patients, and healthy controls. Please note that the
compatibility effect can only be assessed for between-decade
comparisons. Error bars indicate 1 SEM.items (e.g., a distance of −5 corresponds to a between-
decade comparison for the standard 53, i.e., 53_48, while
it corresponds to a within-decade comparison for the
standard 57, i.e., 57_52).
zRT
The Jonckheere-Terpstra test on the comparison of within/
between-decade items did not indicate a significant mono-
tone trend in group medians for zRT (p = .47). Further-
more, the Wilcoxon-signed-ranks test regarding zRT
revealed a main effect of within/between-decade processing
for both, the neglect patients (p < .05) and for the control
patients (p < .05) but not for the healthy controls (p = .17).
However, while neglect patients responded 338 ms faster
for within-decade comparisons, control patients showed an
opposing pattern: between-decade items were responded to
15 ms faster than within-decade items. The Jonckheere-
Terpstra test did not reveal a significant monotone trend in
differences in within/between-decade processing (p = .19),
whereas the comparable Kruskal-Wallis test for the test
against the less specific alternative hypothesis of at least
one median difference between two of the three groups
revealed significant differences (p < .01). At closer inspec-
tion the Mann–Whitney-U test for the comparison of only
two independent groups indicated that the difference in
within/between-decade processing was significant only
when comparing the neglect group and the patient control
group (p < .01, Z = 2.88), but not when comparing neglect
patients and the healthy control group (p = .12, Z = 1.6) or
the two control groups (p = .07, Z = 1.9).
Error rates
The Jonckheere-Terpstra test did not reveal a significant
main effect of group for the overall error rate (p = .42),
indicating that neglect patients did not commit more
errors in general due to more cognitive impairment. Fur-
thermore, the Wilcoxon-signed-ranks test for error rates
revealed a significant within/between decade effect for
the neglect patients (p < .05), but not for the patient
control group (p > .99) or the healthy control group
(p > .99). Neglect patients committed 16.6% errors in
between-decade items and only 8.8% in within-decade
items Importantly, the Jonckheere-Terpstra test revealed
the difference between within/between-decade compari-
sons to differ significantly across participant groups
(p < .05). At closer inspection the Mann–Whitney-U test
for the comparison of only two independent groups indi-
cated that the difference between within/between-decade
comparisons was significant for the neglect group and
the healthy controls (p < .05, Z = 2.38), but not for
neglect patients and the patient control group (p = .10,
Z = 1.5) or the two control groups (p = .67, Z = 0.8).
Again, these results were substantiated by parametric
testing (see Appendix B).
Neglect patient group
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
Distance
between-decade
within-decade
Patient control group
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
Distance
between-decade
within-decade
Healthy control group
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
Distance
between-decade
within-decade
A
B
C
zRT
zRT
zRT
Figure 2 The numerical distance effect. z-transformed RT separately for between- (grey squares) and within-decade items(black squares). The
x-axis indicates the numerical distance between probe and standard with negative values indicating probes smaller than the standard. Grey boxes
highlight the distances ± 4, ± 5, and ± 6 that can be contrasted directly for between- and within-decade items as they were measured redundantly for
both item types. Panel A gives the results for neglect patients. Panel B for the patient control group, and Panel C for the healthy control group.
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The current study set off to evaluate the potential im-
pact of object-based neglect on numerical cognition.
Conceptualizing two-digit numbers as an object, symp-
toms of object-based neglect should result in specificallyimpaired processing of the leftward tens digit of two-
digit numbers. We hypothesized that unit-decade com-
patibility effects should be increased for neglect patients
because of more pronounced interference caused by the
units, when the impact of processing the tens is reduced.
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patients when comparing the processing of selected
within- and between-decade items with numerical dis-
tance held constant. Apart from these particular hypo-
theses with respect to an influence of object-based
neglect, we also expected to replicate previous findings
concerning space-based impairments due to neglect. Im-
portantly, the present data were informative on all of these
aspects. However, as an impact of space-based neglect
(such as impaired processing of relatively smaller numbers,
which we were able to replicate for two-digit numbers)
were not at the heart of the current study, the interested
reader is referred to the Appendix for a detailed descrip-
tion and discussion of the observations regarding space-
based impairments. In the following, we will focus on the
results concerning the impact of object-based neglect.
In line with our expectation of object-based neglect we
observed the unit-decade compatibility effect to be more
pronounced in neglect patients as compared to controls.
As the unit-decade compatibility effect reflects unit-
based interference on the overall decision process, the
larger compatibility effect may represent the net effect of
less intense processing of the tens and in turn relatively
more dominant processing of the unit digit magnitudes
in neglect patients. Second, with regard to the differen-
tiation between the processing of within- vs. between-
decade comparison, the results were also in line with
our hypothesis of a specific impact of object-based neg-
lect. Within-decade comparisons were indeed faster as
compared to between-decade comparisons in neglect
patients, but not so in controls.
Thus, the joint consideration of these patterns of
results indicates that our data relate directly to previous
findings on object-based neglect in reading research with
particular neglect of the left part of to-be-read words,
as already outlined in the introduction. Moreover, this
pattern of results is particularly revealing for our under-
standing of how neglect impairs multi-digit number
processing in a differential manner for space-based vs.
object-based aspects of neglect.
Object-based neglect impairments of two-digit number
processing
As already described above we aimed at investigating
impairments due to object-based neglect in number pro-
cessing. Considering a two-digit number as an object,
the notion of object-based neglect implies specific diffi-
culties representing the left part of this object, i.e. the
tens digit. The current data provide clear evidence that
there were indeed particular difficulties for processing
the tens digits. As reported above, neglect patients did
show faster responses to within-decade comparisons
when compared to between-decade comparisons with
the same distance to the standard. Thus, neglect patientsdid not benefit from the fact that in between-decade
comparisons tens and units differed between the to-be-
compared numbers (as did the healthy control group).
Instead, they seemed to benefit from a shared tens digit
for probe and standard. One might hypothesize that
processing of the left side of fixated objects, for instance
the tens digit in a two-digit number, was specifically
attenuated in neglect patients. This decade digit was
irrelevant in within-decade comparisons (e.g., 52 vs. 53).
Therefore, within-decade comparisons may have been
considerably easier to process for neglect patient com-
pared to between-decade comparison, because changes
in the decade number, which were particularly difficult
to process deeply, were negligible for the overall magni-
tude comparison.
Similarly, considering modulation of the unit-decade
compatibility effect in case of neglect allows for new
insights into the interrelation of number processing and
neglect, which are not possible when using single-digit
stimuli. In particular, we suggest that the observation of
a unit-decade compatibility effect for neglect patients,
while not observed in controls, can be assumed to reflect
the influence of symptoms of object-based neglect on
number processing as well. Because the decade digit of a
two-digit number is the more leftward digit, object-
based neglect for a two-digit number object should lead
to more prominent processing of the more rightward
unit digit. In turn, such deeper processing of the unit
digit should result in a more pronounced unit-decade
compatibility effect in neglect patients, which is exactly
the pattern of results observed in the current study.
Thereby, the current data are the first to provide clear
evidence for impairments in multi-digit number proces-
sing due to symptoms of object-based neglect.
Yet, because the unit-decade compatibility effect is
probably due to a conflict between the outcome of
separate and parallel processing of tens and units [50],
one should also consider the possibility that the effect
may also be larger because of problems in executive
control. However, brain imaging and TMS data concern-
ing the potential locus of the unit-decade compatibility
effect revealed that the unit-decade compatibility effect
was correlated with neural activation in parietal regions
and not in frontal areas, usually associated with execu-
tive control [37,51]. Moreover, TMS disruption of pa-
rietal processing has been proven to induce an increased
unit-decade compatibility effect interpreted as a deficit
in place-value integration. Thus, although we cannot
exclude that impaired executive functions in neglect
patients may also have added to the unit-decade com-
patibility effect, we are confident that the compatibility
effect is mainly due to parietal processing of numerical
information and not due to frontal processes of execu-
tive functions.
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based and space-based neglect affect number processing
capabilities of neglect patients. Space-based neglect of
representational number space seems to lead to impaired
processing of the left side of the number line also for
two-digit numbers (see Appendix A for details, see also
[17]), whereas object-based neglect leads to impaired
(reduced) processing of the left side of the object,
i.e. means, the tens digit, when considering a two-digit
number as one object. Consequently, the present study
indicates that deficits in number processing and arith-
metic may occur in neglect not only because access
to the MNL representation of number magnitude is
impaired, but also because single digits constituting a
multi-digit number may not be appropriately integrated
in the place-value structure of the Arabic number sys-
tem due to object-based symptoms of neglect. Thus,
neglect not only impairs the magnitude representation
of two-digit numbers in general, but also specifically
impairs the integration of the magnitude representation
of tens and units in multi-digit number processing. At a
broader level, this finding corroborates the notion that
strategic effects, such as focusing attention primarily on
the unit digits, influences multi-digit number processing.
So far, such strategic effects have been evoked by the
manipulation of stimulus sets, e.g., it was shown that the
compatibility effect in number magnitude comparison
increases with the number of within-decade items. An
increase of within-decade comparisons leads to more
prominent processing of the unit digits, because they be-
come more and more salient for the decision as the pro-
portion of within-decade items increases (e.g., [49,50];
see [42] for a review). The present study revealed con-
sistent findings for the case of patient studies. Due to
object-based unilateral neglect of the leftward tens digit,
processing the unit digit may become more salient, so
that the compatibility effect increases in turn.
Limitations of the current study
In the present study we investigated the influence of
object-based neglect symptoms on numerical cognition.
Yet, it needs to be acknowledged that we did not system-
atically assess the degree of space- and object-based neg-
lect when recruiting the patient sample. In our sample of
patients indications of additional object-based neglect
might have been appraised in the general neuropsycho-
logical assessment on the basis of standard clinical tests
such as flower drawing. However, there was definitely no
patient included who presented object-based neglect
exclusively. In the majority of cases, aspects of object-
based neglect may complement more obvious aspects of
space-based neglect (for a review see [27]). Fink et al., [52]
provided even evidence that the parietal areas implicated
in object-based and space-based neglect reflect activationof a common attentional network (see also [53]). However,
the idea that object-based neglect and space-based neglect
recruit a common attentional network requires some cau-
tion. Studies on neglect patients showed that object-
centred neglect is specifically associated with damage
of middle occipital gyrus and posterior temporal cortex
(see [31,54-58]).
Finally, there is also single-case evidence that space-
based and object-based neglect may dissociate in neglect
patients [59] or, in very rare cases, that object-based
neglect even occurs without spatial neglect [60]. There-
fore, we suggest it to be desirable for future studies to
have the degree and possible dissociations between
object-based and space-based neglect examined more
systematically, for instance, using the Ota's search task
[61] or the modified Ogden Scene test [62].
Moreover, we are well aware of the fact that conclu-
sions drawn from heterogeneous patient samples should
generally be interpreted with care, especially as neglect
patients usually present quite wide-spread cognitive
impairments including working memory deficits. As out-
lined in the introduction, there is an ongoing debate on
how far neglect-related deficits in neglect may result
from reduced working memory capacity (e.g., [23]). As
regards working memory influences on the task used in
the current study, the views in the literature are far from
being conclusive. Of two studies evaluating working
memory influences on the unit-decade compatibility
effect one found no influence [63], while the other
reported an interrelation between compatibility and
some, but by far not all measures of working memory
employed in the respective study [64]. However, we are
confident that the results of the present study are not
due to global effects of overall task difficulty or group
differences with respect to working memory capacity,
MMSE or SIDAM scores in neglect patients. For both
effects of interest this claim is corroborated by the fact
that our non-parametric tests revealed no overall differ-
ences between participant groups with regard to error
rates. Additionally, as regards RT data, it has to be
noted that all results reported refer to the analysis of
z-transformed RT to control for influences of group
differences in overall RT. Therefore, the differential
effects observed should not be driven by group differ-
ences in overall RT. Finally, the results for the within/
between decade comparison effect seem to be too spe-
cific to be due to a global effect of poor working me-
mory. If this would have been the case, then the
difference between neglect patients and controls should
diminish for within-decade items (assuming that demands
on working memory are lower for these items). However,
neglect patients should not show a reversed pattern, which
even contradicts previous results regarding the influence
of the within/between-decade distinction on RT (e.g.,
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decade items, while control patients showed an opposing
pattern. This opposing pattern of results indicates that we
in fact face differential rather than global difficulty effects.
Nevertheless, for future studies it would be highly desi-
rable to systematically assess working memory capacity to
further investigate influences of neglect-related working
memory impairments on numerical cognition.
Perspectives
As outlined above, our data suggest that neglect
impairs number processing of two-digit numbers in a
very specific way: The relative neglect of the tens po-
sition in two-digit numbers in neglect patients may also
be important for processes underlying mental arith-
metic. For instance, addition problems requiring a carry
operation (e.g., 38 + 26) are usually more difficult to
perform than addition problems not requiring a carry
(21 + 43; e.g., [66,67]). The same holds true for subtrac-
tion problems, which require borrowing (64 – 26) com-
pared to problems that require no borrowing (64 – 21,
e.g., [68]). Basically, the necessity of a carry / borrowing
operation is determined by the unit digits of the oper-
ands in the respective addition / subtraction problem:
For addition problems, whenever the sum of the unit
digits of two operands is equal to or larger than 10
(38 + 26; unit sum 8 + 6 = 14), a carry operation is
mandatory. For subtraction, a borrowing operation is
required whenever the difference of the unit digits
of two operands is smaller than 0 (64 – 38; unit sum
4 – 8 = −4). Generalizing our conclusion of a stronger
influence of the units in case of neglect to the case of
two-digit addition / subtraction we would predict a
very specific pattern of results for neglect patients in
mental addition / subtraction. In carry problems, the
decade digit of the unit sum of the summands has to
be carried (leftwards) to the decade position of the
result to compute the correct solution. In borrowing
problems, neglect patients would have to borrow from
the neglected (left) part of the stimulus. In line with
our argument for the stronger compatibility effect,
symptoms of object-based neglect should result in par-
ticular difficulties for both the processing of carry and
borrow problems in neglect patients because in both
cases specific reference to the neglected tens digit is
necessary. Moreover, at a more general level, considering
previous findings on the effects of space-based neglect
one may expect that subtraction should be relatively more
impaired than addition because subtraction reflects a left-
ward movement on the MNL (e.g., [69]) and thus into the
neglected part of number space. So far, these predictions
remain speculative and should be investigated in future
studies concerning the impact of space-based and object-
based neglect on number processing.Conclusion
The data pattern of the current study provides conver-
ging evidence for generalizability of the influence of uni-
lateral neglect to the processing of numbers beyond the
single-digit number range. Moreover, as a consequence
of using two-digit stimuli, we were able to apply the dis-
tinction of space-based and object-based neglect to the
case of numerical cognition with particular interest in
the impact of object-based neglect. Faster processing of
within- as compared to between-decade items (with
numerical distance held constant) and an enhanced
unit-decade compatibility effect indexed more intense
processing of the rightward unit digit within the object
of a two-digit number. Our data corroborated the notion
of object-based neglect for multi-digit numbers to affect
number processing (and in particular, processes of place-
value integration) in neglect patients. For future research,
it might be informative to evaluate the generalizability of
the space-based versus object-based neglect in mental
arithmetic.
Appendix A
Influences of space-based neglect
Hypothesis
We hypothesized to replicate previous findings attribu-
ted to space-based symptoms of neglect. In particular,
we expected impaired processing of relatively smaller
numbers associated with the left side of representational
space. This has previously been shown for single-digit
numbers suggesting a specific form of space-based neg-
lect for the left side of the MNL (e.g., [38]). Accordingly,
we expected that neglect patients - in contrast to a con-
trol group - would not benefit from relatively smaller
problem size, i.e., from the number to-be-compared
being smaller than the internal standard (see [70] for a
review). In particular, in neglect patients the problem
size effect was expected to be reversed as compared to
controls.
Results
The RT problem size effect was evaluated using a 3 × 2
ANOVA comprising the between-subject factor group
(neglect patients, patient control group, healthy control
group), and the within-subject factor problem size
(smaller vs. larger than standard). Please note that there
were no significant results in the error analyses, possibly
due to the fact that overall error rate was very low.
The ANOVA indicated no reliable main effects of
either group [F (2, 15) = 1.38, p = .28] or problem size
[F (1, 15) < 1], nor was the interaction of group and
problem size significant [F (2, 15) = 1.68, p = .22]. Be-
cause we had a specific hypothesis regarding differences
of the problem size effect between the participant
groups, the problem size effect was inspected more
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distance effect. As discussed by Hager [71], the overall
ANOVA interaction term may be too conservative to
test for a specific interaction hypothesis, in particular for
factors involving more than two levels. Therefore, we
first evaluated whether the two control groups differed
with regard to the problem size effect by a similar
ANOVA comprising only RH control patients and
healthy controls. As indicated by the non-significant
interaction of problem size and group, the two control
groups did not differ with respect to the problem size
effect and thus their data was pooled [F(1, 11) = .01,
p = .92]. Importantly, as indicated by a final ANOVA
comprising neglect patients and the pooled control
groups, the problem size effect for neglect patients dif-
fered from that for the pooled control group in the
expected direction meaning that neglect patients did not
benefit from a smaller problem size [t(16) = 1.87, p < .05].
In contrast, neglect patients even experienced disadvan-
tages (RT prolonged by 116 ms on average) compared to
the advantage for the control groups (RT reduced by 23
ms on average) whenever they had to classify probes as
smaller than the standard. Importantly, the group dif-
ferences regarding the problem size effect can not be
explained by systematic differences in impaired cognitive
processing, because an additional ANCOVA incorporating
the adjusted SIDAM-value as covariate substantiated the
group differences.
Discussion
As regards the problem size effect we found a typical
pattern of space-based neglect. In contrast to controls,
neglect patients did not benefit from a relatively smaller
problem size. Instead, a ‘relatively smaller problem size’
(i.e., the probe being smaller than the internal standard)
was associated with longer instead of faster responses.
Thereby, these data provide converging evidence for the
claim that neglect affects the left side of representational
number space (e.g., [11]).
Appendix B
Compatibility effect
Parametric participant-based
The non-parametric results were corroborated by para-
metric tests: Similar to the item-based ANOVA, there
were no significant main effects or interactions when
analyzing zRT. Participant-based evaluation of arcsince-
transformed error rate revealed significant main effects
of group [F(2,15) = 7.5, p < .01] and unit-decade compati-
bility [F(1,15) = 8.4, p < .05]: Neglect patients committed
significantly more errors (9.9%) than patient controls
(1.3%) or healthy controls (1.0%). Participants committed
significantly more errors in incompatible (5.4%) than in
compatible items (2.8%). Bonferroni-corrected pairwisecomparisons indicated that neglect patients exhibited a
reliably higher error rate than both control groups (both
p < .01), while patient controls and healthy controls did
not differ from each other (p = .89). Additionally, the
interaction of group and compatibility was significant
[F(2, 15) = 4.9, p < .05]. To evaluate this pattern of results
in more detail, we first ran an ANOVA over mean
arcsine-transformed error rates with compatibility as
repeated measures factor incorporating only the two
control groups. Both control groups did not differ
regarding the compatibility effect as indicated by the
non-significant interaction of compatibility and group
[F(1, 10) < 1; p = .98]. In contrast, the respective ANOVA
incorporating the neglect patients and the patient con-
trol group revealed a reliable interaction of compatibility
and group [F(1,10) = 5.3, p < .05], as did the ANOVA in-
cluding neglect patients and healthy controls [F(1,10) =
5.5, p < .05]. This indicated the compatibility effect to be
more pronounced for the neglect group (7.2% errors) as
compared to both the patient (0.5% errors) as well as the
healthy control group (0.1% errors). Finally, Bonferroni-
corrected t-tests for each of the three groups individually
indicated that the unit-decade compatibility effect was
significant only for the neglect group [t(5) = 2.7; p < .05],
but neither for the patient control [t(5) = 0.73; p = .50],
nor for the healthy control group [t(5) = 0.79; p = .46].
Parametric item-based
The unit-decade compatibility effect was analyzed using
a univariate 3 × 2 ANCOVA over mean zRT and mean
arcsine-transformed error rates of all between-decade
stimuli comprising the between-subject factor ‘group’
(neglect patients, patient control group, healthy control
group), and ‘compatibility’ (e.g., 43_57 vs. 49_57). The
ANCOVA was conducted over items because problem
size can only be computed for trials but not participants.
The item-based parametric results again corroborated
the non-parametric tests: There were no significant main
effects or interactions when comparing zRT. Nevertheless,
evaluation of arcsine-transformed error rates revealed
significant main effects of group [F(2,130) = 26.8, p < .001]
and of unit-decade compatibility [F(1,131) = 4.1, p < .05]:
Neglect patients committed significantly more errors
(9.1%) than patient controls (1.9%) or healthy controls
(0.8%). Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons indi-
cated that the neglect patients exhibited a reliably higher
error rate than both control groups (both p < .001), while
patient controls and healthy controls did not differ from
each other as regards error rates (p = .20). Moreover, in
unit-decade incompatible trials participants committed
generally more errors than in compatible trials (5.1% vs.
2.8%). The interaction of group and compatibility was not
significant [F(2,130) = 2.3, p = .10]. However, as demon-
strated in detail by Hager [71], an AN(C)OVA interaction
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hypotheses, and in particular so, when a factor has more
than two levels. For instance, when two groups do not
differ with regard to a particular interaction (like controls
and RH patients without neglect in the present study) the
overall interaction may not turn out to be significant. To
test the latter hypothesis, in a first step we repeated the
ANCOVA including only the two control groups under
the grouping factor. In line with our hypothesis, these
groups did not differ regarding the compatibility effect as
indicated by the non-significant group by compatibility
interaction [F(1, 86) < 1; p = .56] even at a liberal type-I
error level (of 10 or even 20%) to guard against a large
type-II error level. In contrast, the respective ANCOVA
incorporating the neglect patients and the patient control
group revealed a reliable interaction of compatibility and
group [F(1,86) = 3.9, p < .05], as did the ANCOVA includ-
ing neglect patients and healthy controls [F(1,86) = 4.0,
p < .05]. Therefore, we pooled the data (see [67]) and con-
ducted the respective ANCOVA comprising the neglect
patients and the pooled control groups. Importantly, the
group by compatibility comparison interaction was reli-
able [F(1, 130) = 4.4; p < .05] indicating that the compati-
bility effect was more pronounced for the neglect group
(6% errors) as compared to the pooled control groups
(0.4% errors). Finally, separate univariate ANCOVAs for
each of the three groups individually, with compatibility as
repeated measures factor and problem size as a covariate
indicated that the unit-decade compatibility effect was sig-
nificant only for the neglect group [F(1, 43) = 4.4, p < .05]
but neither for the patient control nor for the healthy con-
trol group [both F(1, 43) < 1].
Within-between decade comparison effect
Parametric participant-based
zRT
Participant-based evaluation of zRT revealed significant
main effects of group [F(2,15) = 4.5, p < .05] and within/
between-decade comparison [F(1,15) = 16.7, p < .01]:
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons indicated
that the neglect patients responded more slowly than
both control groups (both p < .05), while patient con-
trols and healthy controls did not differ from each other
(p = .71). The interaction between within/between-dec-
ade comparison and participant group was not signifi-
cant [F(2, 15) = 2.3; p = .13]. However, as the two control
groups did not differ regarding the variable of interest
[F(1, 10) < 1; p = .86] even at a liberal type-I error level
(of 10 or even 20%) to guard against a large type-II error
level, we pooled the data (see [71]) and conducted the re-
spective ANOVA comprising the neglect and the pooled
control groups. Importantly, the group by within/be-
tween-decade comparison interaction was reliable [F(1,
16) = 4.9; p < .05] indicating that the difference for within-and between-decade comparisons was more pronounced
for neglect patients: while for the pooled control group
responses to within-decade comparisons were 15 ms
slower than to between-decade comparisons, this pattern
was reversed for neglect patients who exhibited responses
338 ms faster for within-decade comparisons.
Error rates
The participant-based ANOVA on the arcsine-
transformed error rates revealed a significant main effect
of group [F(2,15) = 6.8, p < .01] and of within/between-
decade comparison [F(1,15) = 1.7, p = .21]. Bonferroni-
corrected pairwise comparisons indicated that the neg-
lect patients (14.2%) had a reliably higher error rate than
both control groups (both p < .01), while patient controls
(7.0%) and healthy controls (7.1%) did not differ from
each other (p = .92). The interaction of group and
within/between decade comparison was not reliable [F
(2,15) = 1.7, p = .21]. Though the two control groups did
not differ regarding within/between decade compari-
son, [F(1, 10) < 1; p = .57] pooling of the control groups
did only lead to a marginally significant group by
within/between-decade comparison interaction [F(1,
16) = 3.4; p = .08].
Parametric item-based
A repeated measures item-based ANOVA with within/
between decade comparison as within- and group mem-
bership as between-subject factor (i.e., neglect patients,
healthy controls, control patients) was conducted to
evaluate group differences in the processing of within
and between-decade pairs.
zRT
When considering all three participant groups, neither
the main effect of group [F(2, 15) = 1.17; p = .30] nor the
main effect of within/between decade comparison [F(1,
15) < 1; p = .59] was significant. However, the interaction
between within/between-decade comparison and group
was reliable [F(2, 15) = 6.51; p < .01]. In order to break
down this interaction, we ran separate ANOVAs, first in-
corporating the neglect and the patient control group
only. These two groups differed reliable regarding the
within/between-decade comparison effect as indicated
by the significant interaction of within/between-decade
comparison and group F(1,10) = 18.7; p < .01]. In particu-
lar, neglect patients responded 342 ms faster on average
in within-decade items as compared to between-decade
items, while this pattern was reversed for the patient
control group (152 ms). In contrast, the interaction of
within/between-decade comparison and group was nei-
ther reliable for neglect patients and healthy controls
[F(1,1 0) = 1.4, p = .26], nor for the two control groups
[F(1, 10) = 4.8, p = .07].
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When considering all participant groups, both the main
effect of within/between decade [F(1, 15) = 5.2; p < .05]
as well as the main effect of group were significant [F(2,
15) = 17.5; p < .001]. Pairwise comparisons revealed that
the neglect group committed significantly more errors
(12.7%, p < .001) than both, the patient control group
(2.5%) as well as the healthy control group (2.3%), while
the two control groups did not differ. Unexpectedly,
participants committed significantly more errors in
between-decade items (7.9%) than in within-decade
items (3.9%). However, according to our hypotheses this
effect should be driven by the fact that neglect patients
in particular committed more errors for between
(16.7%) than for within-decade comparisons (8.8%). The
marginally significant interaction between within/between
decade comparison and group lent first support to this as-
sumption [F(2, 15) = 2.8; p = .07]. To evaluate this inter-
action in more detail, we again ran separate ANOVAs. As
for zRT, the ANOVA incorporating the neglect and the
patient control group revealed a reliable interaction of
within/between decade comparison and group [F(1,10) =
4.1, p < .05] indicating the difference for within- and
between-decade comparisons to be more pronounced for
neglect patients (7.9% vs. 0.5% errors). As expected, neglect
patients committed significantly more errors in between-
as compared to within-decade comparisons [t(5) = 10.0; p
< .001; 16.7% vs. 8.8% errors, respectively]. Moreover, simi-
lar to the results for zRT the test for an interaction of
within/between-decade comparison and group was nei-
ther significant for neglect patients and healthy con-
trols [F(1,10) = 1.8; p = .21] nor the two control groups
[F(1,10) = 1.6; p = .23],
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